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For six decades, ACM and the broader computing community have gathered to establish guidelines for Computer Science (CS) curricula [3]. In Spring 2021, a steering committee was formed to establish new curricular guidelines and recommendations for CS education for the next decade. This effort is currently referred to as CS2023. As part of this effort, a collection of articles, named curricular practices, will include several articles by educators on the design and delivery of Computer Science programs. One of the curricular practices is the Future of CS educational materials, where educators, administrators, authors, and practitioners predict the factors that will influence the CS community over the next ten years based on current trends.
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1 INTRODUCTION

CS education (CSEd) builds on educational materials, such as textbooks, presentation slides, labs, and question test banks. Over the past 10-20 years, those materials have grown to include videos, animations, in-class activities, online homework systems, and auto-graded programming exercises. Educational materials aim to improve student success and elevate the instructor’s role. This paper focuses on the future of educational materials in CS education, including research on effective approaches. Educational materials are becoming more active, involving immediate feedback to students throughout the formative and summative stages of learning. Educational materials include more artificial intelligence (AI) to provide good feedback, adapt to the learner, and provide help. More materials are cloud-based and researchers are starting to collect and analyze data for continual improvement. Materials increasingly aim to support social aspects of learning, including peer learning and coaching. Open education resources (OER) continue to grow, as do products from educational technology companies. The need is growing to customize, create, and share materials and quickly find high-quality materials. Automation is increasing for administering a class, interoperability of tools continues to grow in importance, and LMS capabilities continue to improve. Emphasis on materials that support traditionally underrepresented students is increasing. Materials increasingly support mastery-based learning and emphasize student success over student filtering. Educational materials will continue to include both sanctioned and unsanctioned online resources like homework help websites, cloud-based code repositories, and video sharing sites, posing challenges to and opportunities for instructors. This work aims to describe the future of educational materials in CS education and to encourage educators and administrators to recognize areas for development, adaptation, and innovation.

CS Education has always been a pioneer in developing and exploring new types of learning materials. The research on interactive learning content such as algorithm animations and program visualizations [11], programming problems with automatic assessment [7], and intelligent tutoring systems [2] started in CSEd field over 30 years ago and inspired similar research in other fields. While these types of tools are not really new, what we see today is a notable expansion of the variety of these tools and their rapid integration into thousands of CS classes. The increased use of interactive materials is now encouraging transition from the application of individual tools to various structured collection of learning materials, from interactive e-books [22] to integrated practice systems [12]. This transition motivated a recent interest in interoperability of learning content and infrastructures to support content integration [13] as well as growing interest in collecting learning data and using educational data-mining for further improvement of learning process [44]. The remarkable advances of AI research are also impacting many sides of CSEd from personalized learning to AI pair programming [23] to AI support for instructors [63]. It is important that the CSEd community understands these new trends and leverages new opportunities.

2 ADAPTIVE LMS / TUTORS

TBA

3 LARGE LANGUAGE MODELS (LLMS)

With the advent of Large Language Models (LLMs), such as OpenAI’s ChatGPT, OpenAI’s Codex, and GitHub’s Copilot, there are both new opportunities and concerns for the future of computing education. ChatGPT is a chatbot developed by OpenAI that is built on...
GPT-3 (Generative Pre-trained Transformer 3rd generation) which is a neural network machine learning model that was trained using data from the internet. Codex was built on top of OpenAI’s GPT-3 and was trained on public Python repositories on GitHub [16]. GitHub’s Copilot was built on top of Codex and can serve as an AI pair-programmer in Visual Studio Code. Instructors are concerned that students will use LLMs to automatically generate code for their class work and not learn how to write programs themselves [23]. However, students have long been able to find code for common programming problems on the internet [26] or even pay someone else to write code for them [52]. What is different now is that LLMs are being directly integrated into Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) like Visual Studio Code, which makes it much easier for students to use them to generate code [23]. However, a study with 24 programmers using Copilot found that the generated code was not always correct and programmers found the generated code difficult to understand, edit, and debug [77]. One the other hand, the programmers felt that the generated code was useful as a starting place, even if it was buggy. The generated code was more likely to be buggy in the harder problem that they tested. Programmers who successfully solved the harder problem broke the problem into parts and generated the code for each part. Another study found that Codex could generate simple Python programs in both procedural style and object-oriented style correctly, but not more complex programs for a course on automation and controls [10]. The code generated by Codex for exam problems in Python can outscore most students [23] and can solve the ‘Rainfall Problem’ which has long been used in computing education research [65, 51, 24, 72, 73]. LLMs will also likely improve with time.

There are already attempts to help instructors detect use of LLMs and some instructors will no doubt ban the use of LLMs in their course. While LLMs will generate different answers for the same prompt, they only generate a few different answers so students who use LLMs in a larger course will likely have the same code as other students. Another indicator can be that the code style is different than the recommended style for a course. If all programming is done in an instrumented system another sign is that the time it takes to create the code is much shorter than normal. Some instructors will also increase the weight of proctored exams in controlled environments where LLMs can not be used in order to verify that the student can really program on their own.

Perhaps we should not restrict the use of LLMs, but instead harness them to improve computing education. In a recent study with 69 novices (aged 10 to 17), the use of Codex to generate code followed by a code modification task led to significantly higher code authoring completion rates and scores than writing the equivalent code without Codex [47]. We have long known that writing code from scratch is a high cognitive load task that can easily overwhelm novice programmers [6, 80, 78]. One of the recommended ways to reduce cognitive load is to use completion tasks rather than whole tasks like write code from scratch [79]. With LLMs we could put more emphasis on comprehending, modifying, debugging, testing, and extending code rather than writing code from scratch.

The ICAP theory describes four modes of learner engagement: Interactive, Constructive, Active, and Passive [18, 17]. It hypothesizes that interactive results in the greatest learning, then constructive, then active, and finally passive. An example of passive mode is a typical lecture where the learner is not taking any notes. An example of active mode is answering multiple choice questions. An example of constructive mode is a learner writing notes in their own words during lecture. An example of interactive mode is a discussion between learners who are explaining why they picked different answers to a multiple-choice question. LLMs could improve learning in computing if they result in more interaction. This is consistent with Bloom’s finding that group with a good tutor per one to three students performed on average two standard deviations higher than a group in a conventional classroom with one teacher for 30 students [9].

LLMs may be a low cost and scalable way to offer personalized help to students who struggle while writing code. They can be used to explain code to students, fix code, and generate code [53]. This could improve the success of students in introductory programming courses as well as the diversity of students. Women and people from marginalised groups are often more at risk of failure in introductory programming courses since they tend to have less prior programming experience. Instructors can also use LLMs to generate programs, explanations, test cases, and translate code from one language to another [64]. One approach is to use LLMs to generate a mixed-up code (Parsons) problem to guide struggling students to a correct solution when they are stuck while writing code [39]. We may even be able to generate a personalized Parsons problem, one that is based on the student’s incorrect solution using LLMs and use an LLM to generate an explanation if the student achieves a correct solution but doesn’t understand the solution. If students know that they can achieve a correct solution with this type of scaffolding they may be less likely to rely on LLMs to generate all the code for them.

4 SMART LEARNING CONTENT

Traditional content in digital learning materials consists of text, images, videos, and simple user interaction such as multiple-choice or fill-in-the-blanks quizzes. [14] coins the term “Smart Learning Content” for digital content with advanced interactive features. Here is a non-exhaustive list of typical examples:

- **Program visualization (JEliot [54], JGrasp [19], Python Tutor [32]):** Providing a visual display of the flow of a program
- **Algorithm visualization:** Showing the progress of an algorithm, updating a visual representation of a data structure
- **Interactive tracers and tracer toolkits (TRAKLA2 [48], JSAV [45], CodeCheck Tracer [37]):** Involving students in the tracing of programs or algorithms by asking for predictions of data updates and decisions
- **Autograders (such as Web-CAT [21] and CloudCoder [40]):** Evaluating student submissions of complete programs or program snippets
- **Toolkits for block programming, Parsons puzzles ([81], [43]):** Authoring of problems in which students compose programs from generic or problem-specific blocks
- **Tracers for automata, Turing machines, simulated CPUs, and digital circuits (see for example [61], [83]):**
- **Simple activities, for example, practicing the evaluation of nested expressions [49]**
Ideally, it should be possible for teachers to locate appropriate smart learning content, adapt it to their needs, embed or link it in their content delivery system of choice, and receive feedback on student activity in their learning management system.

4.1 Algorithm Visualizations

It is instructive to review the history of algorithm visualizations as a typical example of smart learning content. An algorithm visualization provides an animated trace of the execution of an algorithm, generally with controls for single-stepping, controlling the animation speed, and obtaining additional problem instances. These visualizations date back to the 1980s, but the advent of Java applets in 1996 led to wide-spread distribution (§56) since applets ran in off-the-shelf web browsers without requiring any software installation.

The Algoviz catalog [68] listed over 500 visualizations as of 2010. Sadly, both the catalog and most of the animation are no longer alive in 2023. Modern browsers no longer execute Java applets. There are some JavaScript-based visualizations (§8), but it appears that JavaScript is significantly less popular as a development tool among the CS educational community than Java was.

Moreover, research on the efficacy of algorithm visualization has not been encouraging (§42). The relatively passive activity of watching an animation does not appear to contribute to significantly improved learning outcomes, but asking students to predict steps may be a viable strategy (§76).

A notable example of such interactive content is the OpenDSA project [69], which makes use of the JSaV toolkit [45]. The toolkit enables the creation of both passive and predictive visualizations. The OpenDSA textbook contains a large number of such problem instances. Using a toolkit greatly facilitates the construction of multiple instances with a consistent user interface. Other such toolkits include CodeCheck Tracer and Galant [74]).

4.2 Smart Programming Content

An autograder is a service that checks whether student-provided code is correct, by compiling and executing the code. Instructors provide problem descriptions and test harnesses. Some autogrders (such as CodeWorkout [20], CodingBat [59], CodeCheck [36]) include collections of problems. These can be useful materials, particularly for introductory classes. Most autogrders also allow instructors to create new materials. [57] contains a recent comprehensive survey.

Several autogrders (including CodeWorkout and CodeCheck) provide integration with learning management through the LTI standard. Problem instances can be assigned in learning management systems, and the student scores flow into the gradebook.

Embeding autograder problems inside documents, such as an assignment or lab manual, is not widely supported. The OpenDSA project has built a custom CodeWorkout integration. With some effort, CodeCheck problems can be added to HTML documents and served as LTI resources.

A Parsons puzzle [60] is a mechanism for teaching programming in the small. Students arrange lines of code in the correct order and indentation, skipping any distractors. Sites such as [1], [34], and CodeCheck make it easy to produce Parsons puzzles and obtain URLs that can be linked or embedded. Some of these tools support LTI.

A Jupyter notebook is a document that combines text and code snippets in Python or another language for which there is a “Jupyter kernel”. The document can explain a computation, or it can invite the user to experiment with the code. Hosting notebooks on the internet requires a service (such as Google Colab), but the Jupyter-Lite project uses WASM to run notebooks entirely in browsers. Automatic grading and LMS integration are currently rudimentary.

4.3 Barriers to Adoption

Instances of smart learning content are plentiful, yet it is not easy to integrate or adopt external content in one’s own teaching materials. Commercial and OER publishers provide platform for the authoring and display of electronic books (such as Wiley Zybooks, Pearson Revel, OpenDSA). However, each platform comes with its own limited set of smart content types. Authors must master the platform-specific problem editors and have no or limited ability to enhance the smart content.

A potential solution would be EPUB3 [28], an HTML based ebook standard which allows arbitrary JavaScript content. However, the EPUB for Education effort [75], which defines an API to communicate scores and persist student work, has stalled.

[14] notes the challenge of conceptual integration. It is not enough to link or embed existing smart learning content from different sources. Each element needs to be customizable, for example to a specific natural language, programming language, coding style, mathematical notation, or terminology. This customization is possible when the integrator has the ability to edit the content (for example, the HTML description and JavaScript configuration). It fails if the contents is immutably locked inside a platform.

Learning management systems allow the integration of smart learning content via the SCORM, LTI, and xAPI standards. This integration works well when the smart contents is delivered through a publishing platform, but it is not suitable for instructor-authored lecture notes, lab manuals, or assignments. An exception is Moodle which allows instructors to produce assignments that are composed of multiple LTI activities.

To carry out instructional research, finer-grained activity tracking would be desirable. Inclusion in adaptive systems would require generation of new problem instances. Such communication is currently only achieved in monolithic systems.

In 2014, [14] proposed a flexible architecture for course authoring, smart contents reuse, and data collection. Unfortunately, we are today no closer to a solution for flexible deployment of smart learning content.

5 PEER TEAM AND WORKBOOKS

Peer-led Team Learning (PLTL) is an educational resource and model to provide supplementary outside-classroom education provided by students to other students. The model was first introduced by [31] for science fields such as Biology and Chemistry. It was then adopted in the US to other areas, including computer science. The model is used as a mentoring practice from instructors to students and from
students to students. In computer science education, variations of the model have been adopted in two-year programs, such as community and technical colleges, to disseminate CS 1 and 2 concepts and material in addition to providing coaching capabilities to students using face-to-face and online modality [67]. Similarly, the model has been used to build and increase relationships between two and four-year institutions by increasing students’ confidence in studying CS and continuing career paths by transferring to four-year institutions [29]. The model recognizes that peer-leaders, the students who mentor other students, increase marketable skills such as self-efficacy in teaching computer science and improved content knowledge, communication, and leadership skills [41]. Accordingly, it is one of the reasons used to increase participation and active recruiting of under-represented groups in introductory courses in computer science [38]. Due to the fast enrollment in computer science programs (such as high school partnerships, community colleges, and four-year) raises challenges to accommodate students in classrooms and support peer teaching environments quickly. To address these challenges and keep retention in classrooms, tools such as [70] for tracking one-to-one peer teaching interactions in peer teaching environments.

5.1 The usage of Quick Response (QR) Codes

Electronic textbooks increasingly record student activity data, such as a student’s submitted answers to interactive questions, the date and time when a student watched a video and how much was watched, or the time a student spends reading some text (making use of mouse activity). A key use of such activity is by instructors who assign points for student activity, such as for completing the reading of a chapter, for answering interactive questions, or for doing homework problems. Another use is to assist instructors in course design, for example by noting how much time students require for activities and adjusting accordingly, or by highlighting subjects or homework problems causing students to struggle so that instructors can adjust their class time in response. Data can also give publishers and authors unique insights into how students use their content, such as which items they study carefully versus skimming over, which items cause struggle, or how well a student learned a subject, so that publishers and authors can continually improve their content. Publishers can also examine how instructors are using their content, such as which content sections are

electronic search, easy highlighting and annotation, and sometimes lower cost, but with a drawback for some of being less comfortable to read versus paper. Over time, such textbooks were ported to more digital-native forms, such as HTML/CSS for the web, or various digital book formats designed for tablets or book readers, yielding improved readability. The EPUB format is a standard starting around 2011 for publishing textbook content on various platforms, making use of HTML/CSS and including support for audio, video, graphics, text-to-speech, math equation displays, and some interactivity. Electronic books thus increasingly added features beyond text and figures, such as links to videos, or simple self-assessment questions. An example is the OpenStax college textbook library (openstax.org), whose textbooks are available in either physical, pdf, or html form, with the latter including additional features.

In the web era, separate online homeworks systems were developed that automated many of the end-of-section exercises found in textbooks, such as WebAssign (webassign.net) or like CodeLab (turingcraft.com), MyProgrammingLab (https://mlm.pearson.com/northamerica/myprogramminglab), or MindTap (https://www.cengage.com/mindtap/). Continuing that trend, The Runestone system (https://runestone.academy/) was developed with an emphasis on free interactive textbooks available online, with interactive questions and coding homework problems built directly into the system.

A recent trend is for textbooks to be written natively for the web, wherein authors make use of all available features, which includes dynamic figures (animations), interactive questions, custom tools or simulations, videos, and more, in addition to text and static figures. As such, those "textbooks" tend to shift much of the learning to those other features, and contain much less text. An example is zyBooks (zyBooks.com), whose system integrates text, figures, animations, interactive questions, homework problems, and programming assignments in one "book".

Another trend is configurability, wherein an instructor can re-arrange the order of a book’s sections, can remove sections, can supplement the book’s content with their own sections, and can combine sections from different books, all resulting in one book that directly matches a course’s topic schedule. Many of the above systems support such configurability.

Electronic textbooks increasingly record student activity data, such as a student’s submitted answers to interactive questions, the date and time when a student watched a video and how much was watched, or the time a student spends reading some text (making use of mouse activity). A key use of such activity is by instructors who assign points for student activity, such as for completing the reading of a chapter, for answering interactive questions, or for doing homework problems. Another use is to assist instructors in course design, for example by noting how much time students require for activities and adjusting accordingly, or by highlighting subjects or homework problems causing students to struggle so that instructors can adjust their class time in response. Data can also give publishers and authors unique insights into how students use their content, such as which items they study carefully versus skimming over, which items cause struggle, or how well a student learned a subject, so that publishers and authors can continually improve their content. Publishers can also examine how instructors are using their content, such as which content sections are

6 OPEN EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES

Open Educational Resources (OERs) are important in education, primarily at higher education levels, for several reasons:

- they are openly licensed (permits that anyone can use the work, modify it, and distribute based on the discretion of the author)
- they are free and available for anyone (student, instructor, researcher) depending on the available repository
- they are motivated to provide an alternative and enhanced educational paradigm from the current educational models.

These characteristics are significant and attractive to institutions that concentrate on the CS core or at least for the first two years of CS Education, such as liberal arts colleges and community/technical colleges that pursue similar objectives in their mission, e.g., [35, 66].
most commonly kept versus removed, which section orderings are most common, etc., to help publishers focus their limited effort on the most important content sections. Furthermore, publishers can explicitly solicit data from instructors and students from within electronic textbooks, such as allowing them to provide feedback on any item in the content like a particular animation or homework problem, or allowing them to rate sections, so that publishers can quickly detect and improve problematic items, or can efficiently receive suggested improvements.

Students have long requested numerous "worked examples" from which to learn. Publishers typically include some worked examples, but they are difficult to create and maintain, and can take up much space. Recently, AI tools have demonstrated the capability of generating examples automatically, such as "Write a program to determine the median in a list of numbers," which can yield a program in a variety of languages, along with a thorough description of each part. As such, one might expect future electronic books to incorporate such AI tools, proposing examples for students to generate and allowing students to go further as well.

Due to the above, the availability of a physical textbook to accompany electronic textbooks may be decreasing. First, a physical textbook may not match the online book due to configuration by the instructor. Even if printed from the configured electronic textbook, the printout may not have the careful page-layout of traditional books, and will lack interactive questions, animations, videos, etc. Physical textbooks also cannot record data. As such, physical instances of electronic textbooks are commonly used for secondary purposes, like keeping permanent access to the content, enabling access without the internet or a computer, or making studying for exams a bit easier.

Traditional textbooks were published using an "editions" model, wherein a textbook would be published in a given year as an edition such as "3rd edition", and that edition would be stable for several years, until authors made a revision to the textbook to publish the next edition. However, electronic textbooks can be updated more frequently, and thus the editions model is beginning to give way to a "continual publishing" model, wherein substantial revisions may occur more frequently like every year or every 6 months, careful not to disrupt a class's active term. And, minor revisions such as error corrections or wording improvement can be made more frequently, even daily, akin to how modern internet software may experience frequent updates.

New features appearing in electronic textbooks include built-in discussion forums and help. Traditional discussion forums are separate applications, but discussion threads often focus on specific items like homework problems, labs, figures, etc. As such, creating or accessing such threads directly attached to such items makes the discussion more available to students. Furthermore, help is also often associated with specific items, and thus help in the form of hints, previously answered questions, or even live chat with a human, may be best if directly attached to the relevant item. In fact, AI tools have shown their ability to answer many student questions, like "What does this program do?" or "Why isn't this program correctly outputting the average?", with immediate replies from the AI tool acting as a discussion or help itself.

Textbook prices became a key concern when such prices rose dramatically over recent decades. Interestingly, the rise of electronic textbooks does not automatically decrease prices, because physical books are surprisingly inexpensive to print and thus their cost contributes only a small fraction to a book's price, such as 10%. Most of the price goes to cover all the other costs of producing a textbook: paying authors, editors, graphic designers, reviewers, attorneys, administrators, administrative assistants, human resource staff, plus buildings/computers to support those people, plus bookstore markup as well. Nevertheless, prices of electronic textbook prices may be lower than physical textbooks because of a more direct relationship between publisher and user, since most electronic textbooks are acquired via a subscription and thus revenue can go directly between the user and publisher without中间men like rental companies or used-book sellers siphoning revenue without actually contributing to creating the product itself. Such increased "sell through" can enable publishers to better amortize their creation costs over larger numbers of users. On the other hand, electronic textbooks can be much harder to create and maintain, requiring engineers, content creators, analysts, and more, to focus on building and maintaining the software platform, protect it from attacks, ensure accessibility for various disabilities, provide technical support, analyze data and improve content, and more concerns that are largely non-existent for physical textbooks.

Looking ahead based on the above trends and project forward, one might expect future CS electronic books to:

- Have extensive interactivity, including interactive questions, animations, videos, simulations, integrated homework, integrated labs, and more, including support for known effective practices like active/flipped classrooms, pair programming, etc.
- Support extensive configurability: moving, removing, supplementing, and even mixing books. In fact, one might imagine each textbook as a convenient grouping of topics, like a chapter but one level higher. With sections from different books being merged, consistency in authoring style across textbooks may become increasingly important for publishers.
- Collect and analyze data extensively: Auto-collected data enables instructors to award points and may save instructors time. Such data, plus explicitly collected feedback, can help instructors and publishers continually improve the content.
- Continually publish: Multi-year stable editions will likely be replaced by content that incurs minor updates daily, and more substantial updates on a scale of months (careful to not disrupt active classes).
- Include built-in discussion forums, live help, self-assessment, and some adaptivity.
- Use AI tools throughout, to generate worked examples, automatically generate self-assessments, answer questions in a discussion/help forum, and more.

8 ASSESSMENT

Assessment plays many important roles in education. First, much of the learning happens when we try to apply our knowledge[33, 46, 62]. Second, assessment can be an opportunity for feedback, so
that we know what we’ve mastered and what we still need to work on [82]. Finally, assessment can act as an extrinsic motivator; independent of our students’ intrinsic motivation, they live complicated lives with many competing priorities, and homework deadlines and summative assessment can provide a valuable nudge to get students to spend time on task.

In formative assessment, where the goal is student learning, three key elements are productive time on task, feedback, and spaced repetition. These elements suggest having a large collection of practice problems available to students spanning the whole spectrum of difficulty, so students can be working in their Zone of Proximal Development. Construction, calibration, and maintenance of such a large problem bank is a larger effort than is feasible by a single instructor, so will likely come through either corporate investments and/or faculty collaboration in open education resource repositories that can amortize the cost over many classrooms.

We expect three techniques to prove useful for constructing large problem banks. First, item generation [30] involves writing problem templates that can be programatically instantiated to generate a range of problems, a technique often used for computation oriented problems (e.g., convert this IEEE floating point representation to scientific notation). Second, for programming questions, approaches that can generate versions that are isomorphic [25, 58] to a given base question, either manually or automatically. Finally, the aforementioned use of large language models will assist in generation of novel questions [64].

Because of the correctness of much of work in computing can be evaluated programatically, we expect that auto-grading will continue to play a significant role in formative assessment, precisely because it enables immediate feedback, allowing students to attempt problems, receive feedback, remediate misconceptions, and then attempt another version of the problem in quick succession, while the material is still in the student’s working memory. Today most auto-graders are deployed for work that has clear correctness criteria, but further adoption of machine learning will extend auto-grading into additional domains (e.g., free text responses, style, design) that are largely graded manually.

With a large, auto-grading pool of diverse kinds of problems, we can give students the opportunity to frequently self-assess, at every step of instruction: during first contact with material (e.g., reading), while learning to apply it (e.g., in-class activities, homework), and during review (e.g., around summative assessment). Such assessments may point students back to sections or activities determined to be needed areas of improvement, allowing students to strengthen their knowledge and then re-assess. Such systems can be adaptive, giving students who answer correctly fewer questions, and potentially suggesting which problems would be productive to work on next. The goal should be to minimize the friction between a student’s desire to practice and their ability to do so, while maximize the learning gain from each hour of time on task. All students interactions with the system should be automatically tracked to relieve course staff from manual grade entry. In summative assessment, where learning is still important, but the priority shifts to evaluating what a student has mastered, we have the additional requirement of security. If we give a student an exam, we want to make sure the work that is being scored is the student’s work. While we have existing strategies for this with paper exams for residential universities (e.g., proctoring), computer-based exams offer compelling advantages for CS courses. On a computer-based exam, students can write code with access to a compiler and debugger, making it a much more authentic task, and having the students’ submissions in a digital form make it easier to grade efficiently (independent of whether we use auto-grading or an online tool to facilitate manual grading). Because of the sophistication of modern browsers and CS students comfort working with computers, one can actually run more sophisticated questions on computer-based exams than paper-based ones.

The downside of computer-based exams is that they potentially enable students to communicate with others and services like Chat-GPT. In the long run, proctoring alone is unlikely to prevent this communication and some form of “locking down” the machine is required. Two approaches may be viable. First, students can take computer-based exams on institutional machines, either in the form of “lab exams” [5, 15] or a dedicated computer-based testing facility [85], or by forcing students to run lock-down browser software that controls what can be done on bring-your-own-device (BYOD) exams.

While many large courses have reduced the administrative burden of homework to a minimum (through the use of online submission and significant use of auto-grading), exams are still a high effort activity for most instructors. Bringing the effort of exam administration close to that for current homework offers a lot of potential pedagogical advantages. First, running frequent assessment can improve student performance and reduce their test anxiety [4, 71]. Second, if running an exam is cheap, we can permit students to re-take exams when they demonstrate that they haven’t mastered the material [55, 50, 27]. In addition to auto-grading, reducing the administrative burdens of exams requires reducing the burden of administration (e.g., dealing with conflicts) and proctoring. A centralized computer-based testing facility addresses these through a centralized proctoring service and running exams asynchronously and providing software support for exam scheduling and administration [84].
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